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Abstract The androgen receptor (AR) is expressed in a ma-
jority of ovarian carcinomas, but its role in disease develop-
ment remains unclear. In this study, AR and a novel AR
molecular chaperone called small glutamine-rich tetratricopep-
tide repeat-containing protein alpha (SGTA) were investigated
to assess their potential role in ovarian carcinogenesis. First, an
AR and SGTA-positive ovarian cancer cell line was identified
to examine whether SGTA influenced AR subcellular locali-
zation. Next, relative protein levels of AR and SGTA were
measured in two sets of clinical samples: (1) 46 serous ovarian
carcinomas (stages I–IV), 9 serous borderline tumors, and 11
benign ovarian tumors; and (2) 24 patient-matched stage III
primary and metastatic serous ovarian tumors. Ablation of
SGTA protein in OVCAR3 cells significantly increased AR
nuclear localization under basal (p≤0.001) and androgen-
stimulated (p≤0.001) conditions. In the first clinical set, AR
levels were significantly lower in early- (I/II) and late-stage
(III/IV) cancers compared with benign (p≤0.001) but not
borderline ovarian tumors. SGTA alone did not discriminate
between groups but the AR/SGTA ratio was significantly
lower in carcinomas and borderline tumors compared with
benign tumors (p≤0.001 and 0.015, respectively). In the sec-
ond clinical set, matched primary andmetastatic serous ovarian

cancers did not significantly differ for any parameter measured.
Collectively, our results suggest that SGTA can influence AR
signaling in ovarian cancer cells and that AR signaling capac-
ity may be reduced with the development but not metastatic
progression of serous ovarian cancer.

Introduction

Ninety percent of human ovarian cancers arise in the ovarian
epithelium, and these cancers are the major cause of death
from gynecological malignancies [2]. Unfortunately, neither
disease-specific symptoms nor effective screening methodol-
ogies exist for ovarian cancer. Therefore, the majority of cases
are diagnosed with advanced disease and despite aggressive
treatment, the 5-year survival rate is less than 30 % [5]. Poor
prognosis results from late detection, lack of targeted therapies
for advanced disease, and patient relapse with chemoresistant
disease [5]. For these reasons, a better understanding of the
molecular pathogenesis of ovarian cancer is of critical impor-
tance to improve detection and provide new therapeutic tar-
gets that may increase patient survival.

Increasing epidemiological evidence suggests an associ-
ation between androgen hormones and ovarian cancer risk
[9, 10, 12, 27, 37]. In vitro studies have shown that andro-
gen treatment of cultured ovarian surface epithelial cells
increases cellular proliferation [1, 29, 35]. Additionally, a
study in rodents has demonstrated that treatment with tes-
tosterone stimulated growth of ovarian surface epithelial
cells [30]. Direct androgen action is mediated through the
androgen receptor (AR), a hormone-activated transcription
factor that is present in up to 90 % of ovarian cancers [1, 6,
8, 14, 15, 19, 31, 33]. Immunoreactive AR is also present in
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the ovarian surface epithelium and fimbrae of the fallopian
tube, both considered to be potential precursor sites of ovarian
cancer development [28]. Thus, the AR may play a role in the
pathogenesis of ovarian cancer and may have potential for
therapeutic targeting [24]. To date, evidence suggests that AR
levels may be higher in benign compared with malignant
ovarian epithelial cells [6, 18], and higher levels of AR have
been associated with improved patient survival in 154 cases of
epithelial ovarian cancer [23]. However, whether AR levels
differ among the stages of ovarian cancer or differ between a
primary tumor and metastatic lesion has yet to be investigated.

The AR is a member of the nuclear receptor superfamily
and is subclassed with other steroid hormone receptors
including the estrogen (ER) and progesterone receptors
(PR) [22]. Unlike ER and PR, the AR predominantly resides
in the cytoplasm of the cell as a heterocomplex comprising
chaperone heat shock proteins (Hsp70 and Hsp90) and
various co-chaperone proteins until adequately stimulated
by ligand to enter the nucleus where it can perform its role
as a transcription factor [25]. The cytoplasmic-nuclear shut-
tling of the AR can act as a critical control mechanism for
AR function, mediated at least in part by cytoplasmic co-
chaperone proteins. Recently, small glutamine-rich tetratri-
copeptide repeat-containing protein alpha (SGTA) has been
identified as an AR co-chaperone protein that can restrain
receptor entry into the nucleus of prostate cancer cells until
adequate stimulation by AR-specific ligands [4]. The latter
study also demonstrated that the ratio of AR to SGTA was
abnormally high in the metastases of the AR-dependent
disease, prostate cancer [4]. Theoretically, an abnormally
high AR/SGTA ratio overrides the restraining capacity of
SGTA and promotes AR action by facilitating nuclear entry
in the presence of low levels of ligand or by nonspecific
ligands. Thus, if present, SGTA may also regulate AR sub-
cellular localization in ovarian cancer cells and thereby influ-
ence cellular responses to androgens. To date, SGTA expres-
sion has not been investigated in female tissues or with respect
to ovarian cancer. Therefore, this study aimed to determine if
SGTA is expressed in ovarian tissues, whether SGTA influen-
ces subcellular localization of AR in an ovarian context, and
whether there are differences in the relative levels of AR,
SGTA, or the AR/SGTA expression ratio, in pathological
ovarian tissues representing different types or stages of disease,
with the view to identifying factors that may influence ovarian
carcinogenesis.

Materials and Methods

Immunoblotting and Immunocytochemistry

The prostate cancer cell line, C42B, and the ovarian serous
cancer cell lines, OVCAR3 and SKOV3, were maintained in

RPMI 1640 medium supplemented with 5 % (v/v) fetal
bovine serum (FBS).

For immunoblotting, OVCAR3, SKOV3, and C42B cells
were plated in 6-well plates (1×105 cells/well) in appropri-
ate media containing 5 % steroid-deplete FBS. The next day,
cells were treated with vehicle control (ethanol (EtOH)) or
10 nM dihydrotestosterone (DHT; Sigma Aldrich, USA) for
24 h. Cells were lysed in RIPA buffer containing a complete
protease inhibitor cocktail (Roche). Protein concentrations
were determined using a standard Bradford assay and pro-
tein lysates (20 μg) were subjected to PAGE (10 % gel
concentration) followed by protein transfer to a nitrocellu-
lose membrane. Membranes were blocked with 3 % skim
milk powder in TBS plus Tween 20 before overnight incu-
bation (4 °C) with AR (1/1,000 dilution; N20, Santa Cruz
Biotechnologies) or SGTA (1/1,000 dilution; Proteintech
Group Inc., IL) primary antibodies. Immunoreactivity was
detected using the goat anti-rabbit horseradish peroxidase-
conjugated secondary antibody (1:2,000; Dako Corporation,
Denmark) and visualization was achieved by enhanced
chemiluminescence (Amersham). α-tubulin (1:20,000;
Millipore, Ca) was used as the loading control. Western
blots were repeated in two independent experiments.

For immunocytochemistry, OVCAR3 cells were plated at
a density of 5×104/well into 8-well chamber slides
(Nuclon™ Lab-Tek II Chamber slide with cover No.
154534, RS Glass Slide, Naperville, IL). Twenty-four hours
after seeding, cells were transfected (in duplicate) with 5 nM
of SGTA siRNA (s12783, Applied Biosystems) or nonspe-
cific control (Silencer® Select Negative Control No. 1,
Applied Biosystems) in oligofectamine (Invitrogen) for
48 h. Slides were then treated for 24 h with 10 nM DHT
or vehicle control (EtOH). Slides were fixed in 4 % para-
formaldehyde for 10 min at RT, methanol for 3 min at −20 °
C, acetone for 1 min at −20 °C, and 0.3 % hydrogen
peroxidase for 5 min at room temperature. Slides were
incubated with SGTA antibody (diluted 1:2,500) or AR
antibody (diluted 1/1,000). Visualization of AR and SGTA
was achieved as per immunohistochemical protocol de-
scribed above. The Video Image Analysis system (described
below) was then used to measure the percentage of AR-
positive nuclei. Briefly, 10–20 images of OVCAR3 cells
at ×20 magnification were captured per replicate for each
treatment. The percentage of positive nuclei were then de-
termined for each individual image and the mean for all
images/treatment were graphed.

Tissue Cohorts

Archival ovarian tissue samples and relevant clinical data
that represented women who had undergone gynecological
surgery at the Royal Adelaide Hospital, Adelaide, SA, were
obtained for this study following approval by the ethics
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committees of the University of Adelaide and Royal Ade-
laide Hospital. Histopathologic diagnosis and staging was
determined based on the International Federation of Gyne-
cology and Obstetrics guidelines [3]. To enable high-
throughput immunohistochemistry and to minimize staining
variation across different sections and samples, cores were
taken from formalin-fixed paraffin-embedded ovarian tissue
blocks and used to create two tissue microarrays (TMA) as
follows:

Sample set 1 This TMA was constructed using triplicate
cores (1 mm) from 46 cases of serous epi-
thelial ovarian carcinomas and 9 serous bor-
derline tumors. In addition, 11 cases of
benign ovarian cystadenoma were collected
to serve as a comparative group. The benign
cystadenoma tissue samples were used as
whole tissue sections and not constructed
into a TMA. Patient characteristics for sam-
ple set 1 are summarized in Table 1.

Sample set 2 This TMA was constructed using triplicate
cores (1 mm) of patient-matched stage III
primary and omental metastatic epithelial
cancer regions from 24 cases. Patient char-
acteristics are summarized in Table 1.

Immunohistochemical Detection

TMA sections and whole tissue sections were processed
according to a standard immunohistochemical protocol as
previously described [4]. Briefly, sections were incubated in
0.3 % hydrogen peroxide for 5 min, followed by heat-
mediated antigen retrieval in 10 mM of sodium citrate buffer
(pH 6.5) using a pressure cooker (125 °C for 5 min and 90 °
C for 10 min) and overnight exposure (4 °C) to the AR
(1/200 dilution; N20) or SGTA (1/2,000 dilution) primary
antibodies. Visualization of AR and SGTA was achieved
with a standard immunoperoxidase reaction using biotiny-
lated anti-rabbit antibody (1:400; DAKO Corp., Carpinteria,
CA), streptavidin-horseradish peroxidase complex (1:500;
DAKO), and diaminobenzidine tetrahydrochloride. Human
prostate tissue was used as a positive control for AR and
SGTA immunostaining, and omission of the primary anti-
body was used as a negative control. Antibody specificity
was further confirmed by Western blot (described above) in
which a single band at the expected size was produced for
SGTA (34 kDa) and AR (110 kDa) using both ovarian and
prostate cell line lysates.

Video Image Analysis

Video image capture and immunohistochemistry quantifica-
tion was performed as reported previously [32] using a color

image analysis system (VideoPro 32, Leading Edge P/L,
Marion, SA, Australia). Approximately 10 images of tumor
regions per core, or whole tissue section, were collected at a
magnification of ×400 and images were edited to isolate
epithelium for quantification. Mean integrated optical den-
sity (MIOD; average intensity of immunoreactivity per unit
area=concentration; arbitrary units) for AR or SGTA was
determined for each image. MIOD values were determined
for total AR and nuclear AR, the latter as an approximate
measure of ligand-activated protein. The MIOD values from
images representing one patient were averaged for each
antigen and used for statistical analysis.

Statistical Analysis

Statistical analysis was performed using the Statistical Pack-
age for the Social Sciences version 16.0 for Windows (IBM
Corporation, Somers, NY). For sample set 1, cancer stages
were combined into two groups: early (stages I and II) and
late (stages III and IV). To evaluate differences across
groups, the Kruskal–Wallis one-way analysis of variance
test was used. The Mann–Whitney U t test was used to
assess differences in levels of AR and SGTA between two
groups. Spearman’s correlation was used to determine cor-
relation between AR and SGTA levels. Statistical signifi-
cance for all analyses was set at p<0.05.

Results

Effect of an Altered AR/SGTA Ratio on AR Subcellular
Localization in Ovarian Cells

AR and SGTA proteins were both evident by immunoblot-
ting in the serous ovarian cancer cell line, OVCAR3, and the
C42B prostate cancer cell line, used as a positive control
(Fig. 1a). SGTA protein was also detected in another ovarian
cancer cell line, SKOV3, but this cell line had no detectable
levels of AR protein by Western blot, in agreement with
previous studies that reported low to undetectable levels of
AR in SKOV3 cells [11, 18]. Treatment with 10 nM DHT
increased the AR protein levels in the C42B and OVCAR3
cell lines, but still no AR band was detected for SKOV3.
Treatment with DHT had no significant effect on SGTA
levels in any of the three cell lines.

To determine the effect of an altered AR/SGTA ratio on
AR subcellular localization in an ovarian context, OVCAR3
cells were transfected with SGTA-specific or nonspecific
control siRNA (siSGTA or siN.S., respectively) and treated
with or without 10 nM DHT. Under control conditions
(siN.S.), SGTA and AR were predominantly localized in
the cytoplasm and treatment with DHT induced nuclear
translocation of the AR (Fig. 1b, left panels). However, in
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cells transfected with siSGTA, SGTA protein levels were
significantly reduced compared with siN.S. control-treated
cells, and this corresponded with an increased level of
nuclear AR in the absence and presence of hormone
(Fig. 1b, right panels). Quantification of the percentage of
AR-positive nuclei revealed that in both the presence and
absence of DHT, the percentage of AR-positive nuclei was
significantly increased following reduction of SGTA protein
(Fig. 1c; Mann–Whitney U test, in both cases p≤0.001).
SGTA knockdown increased AR-positive nuclei by 2.9-fold
under basal and by 1.9-fold under androgen-stimulated con-
ditions. These data are consistent with the ability of SGTA
to restrain nuclear translocation of AR in an ovarian context.

AR and SGTA Immunostaining in Serous Epithelial
Ovarian Cancers

AR and SGTA were both expressed in benign and
malignant epithelia of ovarian lesions (Fig. 2a). Of the
55 malignant and 15 benign tumors, the majority dem-
onstrated moderate to strong staining for AR and SGTA,
with less than 5 % of samples presenting with extreme-
ly weak positive staining for either antigen. As
expected, immunoreactive AR was observed in the cy-
toplasm and nucleus of the epithelial compartments of

the cancers at all stages and in all borderline and benign
tumors. In contrast, only nuclear AR immunoreactivity
was observed in stromal cells. As observed in the pros-
tate, immunoreactive SGTA was predominantly evident
in the cytoplasmic compartment of epithelial cells and
was absent in stromal fibroblasts. The few SGTA-
positive cells observed within the stroma have a round-
ed appearance and are very likely to be invading cancer
cells (Fig. 2a, black arrows); however, this requires
confirmation by assessing the ability of SGTA to co-
localize with an epithelial protein marker, such as cyto-
keratin. The presence of cytoplasmic AR in ovarian
epithelial cells that also contained cytoplasmic SGTA
is consistent with the ascribed ability of SGTA to re-
strain nuclear entry of the AR [4]. This is further
supported by the lack of cytoplasmic AR in stromal
fibroblasts that lack SGTA and display only nuclear
localization of AR.

Comparison of Nuclear AR and SGTA Levels in Ovarian
Tumors

Total cellular and nuclear specific AR immunostaining was
measured across the ovarian tissue groups. Since the statis-
tical comparisons were qualitatively similar with either mea-
surement, for simplicity only nuclear AR data are presented
below for the AR and AR/SGTA ratio analyses. Nuclear AR
levels were significantly different between the ovarian tissue
groups (Fig. 3a; p=0.001, Kruskal–Wallis test). Post-hoc
analysis revealed that nuclear AR levels in early- and late-
stage malignant tumors were significantly lower compared
with levels in benign ovarian tumors (Mann–Whitney U
test, in both cases p≤0.001). In addition, nuclear AR levels
in late-stage serous tumors were significantly lower com-
pared with borderline serous tumors (Mann–Whitney U test,
p=0.029). However, nuclear AR levels were not different
between the two nonmalignant groups or the two malignant
groups (Mann–Whitney U test, p=0.095 and 0.240, respec-
tively). The median SGTA level across the four tissue
groups was relatively constant (Fig. 3b), and no significant
differences were observed among the different tissue groups
(p=0.635, Kruskal–Wallis test).

The levels of AR and SGTA were found to be pos-
itively correlated within ovarian tissues (Fig. 3c; r=
0.735 and p≤0.001), which further supports a potential
biological relationship between AR and SGTA. This
correlation remained significant when borderline, early-
and late-stage cancer groups were analyzed individually
(Fig. 3d; r=0.800, p=0.010; r=0.713, p≤0.001; and
r=0.832, p≤0.001, respectively) but was a trend in
benign tumors (r=0.555, p=0.077). To assess the rela-
tionship between AR and SGTA in the cohorts, the
AR/SGTA ratio was calculated for each individual

Table 1 Summary of patient characteristics

Number Age at diagnosis

Sample set 1

Benign serous cystadenoma 11 57 years (28–88)

Borderline tumor 9 49 years (31–61)

Serous ovarian cancer 46 63 years (27–86)

Stage

1 11

2 12

3 14

4 9

Grade

1 3

2 5

3 37

n.d. 2

Overall survival 48.6 months (4.4–226.7)

Sample set 2

Primary and patient-matched metastatic cancer 23 66 years (49–87)

Stage

3 23

Grade

1 1

2 4

3 18

Overall survival 23.9 months (0.10–58.3)

n.d. not determined
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patient sample. Early- and late-stage malignant serous
tumors as well as borderline serous tumors had signif-
icantly lower AR/SGTA ratios compared with the benign
tumor group (Fig. 3e; Mann–Whitney U test, p=≤0.001,
and ≤0.001, 0.015, respectively). Since an increased
AR/SGTA ratio induced by SGTA knockdown in OVCAR3
cells resulted in higher levels of AR in nucleus, a reduced
AR/SGTA ratio would theoretically lead to less nuclear local-
ization of AR in tumor cells. In support of this concept, the
ratio of nuclear AR/total cellular AR expression was also
significantly reduced in both malignant groups and borderline
tumors compared with benign tumors (Fig. 5a; Mann–Whit-
ney U test, p=0.002, ≤0.001, and 0.006, respectively).

Comparison of AR and SGTA Levels in Matched Primary
and Metastatic Cancers

Representative images of AR and SGTA in the matched
primary and metastatic ovarian tumor samples are depicted
in Fig. 2b. Similar to sample set 1, nuclear AR and SGTA
levels tended toward correlation in primary and were signif-
icantly correlated in metastatic disease (Fig. 4c; r=0.405,
p=0.085 and r=0.637, p=0.003, respectively). However, no
significant differences in levels of nuclear AR, SGTA, or the
AR/SGTA ratio were found between primary and metastatic
tumors (Fig. 4a, b, and d). Furthermore, no significant
difference was found in the ratios of nuclear to total AR in
primary versus metastatic tumors (Fig. 5b).

Discussion

There is growing evidence for a role of AR signaling in
ovarian carcinogenesis. However, despite AR being
detected in over 90 % of ovarian tumors, few studies have
investigated if AR levels are altered at different stages of
primary cancer or in primary versus a metastatic disease
state. In addition, modulators of AR action such as the co-
chaperone SGTA have not previously been assessed with
respect to ovarian carcinogenesis. Herein, we observed
moderate to strong SGTA expression in the epithelial com-
partment of benign and malignant ovarian tissues, and in
two epithelial ovarian cancer cell lines, which represents the
first report of SGTA expression in an ovarian cancer con-
text. SGTA restrained nuclear entry of the AR in an AR-
positive serous ovarian cancer cell line, similar to what has
been observed in a prostate cancer cell line [4]. Cytoplasmic

�Fig. 1 a Analysis of AR and SGTA in ovarian cancer cell lines. Western
blot analysis of SGTA reveals a single band at 34 kDa in protein lysates
derived from serous ovarian tumor cell lines (OVCAR3 and SKOV3) and
a prostate cancer cell line (C42B). Treatment with dihydrotestosterone
(DHT; 10 nM) for 24 h increased immunoreactive AR protein levels but
did not alter immunoreactive SGTA protein levels. α-tubulin was used as
a loading control. Western blot is a representative example of two experi-
ments. b SGTA mediates AR subcellular localization in OVCAR3 cells.
Under control conditions (cells transfected for 48 h with nonspecific
siRNA (siN.S.)), SGTA is cytoplasmic (white arrow) and AR is predom-
inantly cytoplasmic with some AR nuclear (black arrow) localization
observed. In cells transfected with SGTA-specific siRNA (siSGTA),
SGTA levels are visually reduced and AR is predominantly localized to
the nucleus of the cells (black arrow), even in the absence of DHT.
Magnification at ×200. c Representative images (∼20 images/treatment)
of siSGTA and siN.S. transfected cells from duplicate samples were
analyzed to measure percentage of AR-positive nuclei. Cells transfected
with siSGTA had significantly greater AR-positive nuclei compared with
control (siN.S.) in both the absence and presence of DHT (Mann–Whit-
ney U test (in both cases), p≤0.001). Data are presented as the mean
percentage (±SEM) of AR nuclear positivity for each treatment (0 and
10 nM) of DHT
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Fig. 2 Immunohistochemical
staining of AR and SGTA in
serous epithelial benign and
ovarian cancer samples. Images
(×400 magnification) are
representative examples from
individual patient samples that
correspond to AR (left) and
SGTA (right) immunostaining
in the epithelium of a malignant
tumors (early and late stages),
borderline tumors, and benign
disease and b primary and
matched metastatic tissues from
an individual patient. Black
arrowheads indicate epithelial
cells that have invaded the
stroma and are positive for
SGTA in the cytoplasm
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AR was only evident in SGTA-positive ovarian epithelia,
which supports the concept that SGTA can play a role in
controlling intracellular movement of AR in benign or malig-
nant ovarian epithelial cells in vivo. The ratio of AR/SGTA
was generally lower in ovarian cancers compared with non-
malignant ovarian tissues, the opposite to what has been
observed in a prostate context [4]. While SGTA plays a role
in restricting AR nuclear localization in ovarian cancer cells,

its expression does not appear to differ among disease states,
indicating that the in vivo influence of this protein depends on
the relative level of AR in the tissue. Collectively, these
findings suggest that an attenuation of AR expression and
nuclear localization is associated with a malignant status of
ovarian epithelial cells.

Our observation that AR levels were significantly lower
in malignant compared with non-malignant ovarian tumors

Fig. 3 Quantitation of nuclear
AR and SGTA levels in
malignant versus benign disease.
MIOD levels for a nuclear AR
and b SGTA in benign,
borderline, early stage, and late
stage of ovarian cancer.Box plots
show the median MIOD level
(horizontal line), the 25th and
75th percentiles (box), 10th and
90th percentiles (whiskers), and
outliers (dots). AR levels were
significantly lower in early and
late stages tumors comparedwith
benign tumors (in both cases,
p=≤0.001). AR levels in late-
stage tumors were also
significantly lower compared
with borderline (p=0.029).
Nuclear AR and SGTAwere
significantly correlated in c all
samples and (d) individually for
borderline, early-stage, and late-
stage tumors (Spearman’s
correlation, r=0.800, p=0.010;
r=0.713, p≤0.001; and r=0.832,
p≤0.001, respectively) but not
benign (r=0.555, p=0.077). The
nuclear AR/SGTA ratio was
calculated for each sample and is
represented in (e). Early- and
late-stage tumors as well as
borderline tumors had a
significantly lower nuclear AR/
SGTA ratio compared with
benign (p≤0.001, ≤0.001, and
0.015, respectively). The nuclear
AR/SGTA ratio in late-stage
tumors was also significantly
lower compared with borderline
(p=0.043). a Significant
compared with benign. b
Significant compared with
borderline
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was consistent with a study by Cardillo et al. [6] that
reported a similar, but nonsignificant, reduction of AR in
malignant compared with nonmalignant ovarian tumors. In
the latter study, benign and borderline tumors were pooled
into one nonmalignant group, but we kept these as separate
comparative variables as they are different disease entities. We
did not find any differences between these two groups of
benign lesions with respect to AR and SGTAwhen analyzed
as separate variables, but the AR/SGTA ratio was significantly
reduced in the borderline compared with benign tumors,

indicating that AR signaling may play a role in distinguishing
these two disease entities. A low AR/SGTA ratio may influ-
ence AR subcellular localization in borderline tumors and
thereby alter AR transcriptional activity, but this requires fur-
ther investigation. Based on current clinicopathological and
molecular genetic analyses, low- and high-grade serous carci-
nomas have two distinct pathways of disease progression and
borderline tumors are considered precursors of low grade
ovarian carcinomas [16, 17, 26, 34]. As very few low-grade
serous ovarian carcinomas are detected clinically we were

Fig. 4 Quantitation of AR and
SGTA levels in primary and
matched metastatic ovarian
disease. MIOD levels of a
nuclear AR and b SGTA in
primary and metastatic ovarian
cancer. The nuclear AR levels
were not significantly different
between primary and metastatic
samples (Mann–Whitney U
test, p=0.439). Nuclear AR and
SGTA were significantly
correlated in the c whole set and
d metastatic subgroup
(r=0.559, p≤0.001 and
r=0.637, p=0.003,
respectively) but not primary
alone (r=0.405, p=0.085). e
The nuclear AR/SGTA ratio
was calculated for each sample,
but no significant difference
was observed between primary
and metastatic cancer (Mann–
Whitney U test, p=0.630)
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unable to acquire sufficient numbers to determine
whether alterations in the AR/SGTA ratio are evident
in progression from a borderline lesion to a low-grade
serous carcinoma.

The various stages of ovarian cancer denote different
states of disease spread whereby the early stages (I/II) are
characterized by disease confined to the ovary and pelvic
organs, while the late stages (III/IV) involve metastases in
the peritoneum, lymph nodes, or organs distant to the peri-
toneal cavity. Collectively, the data from both clinical
cohorts indicate that the parameters of AR signaling that
we measured do not appear to be altered during different
stages of disease spread, including progression from organ
confined to a metastatic disease state. However, it is inter-
esting that both OVCAR3 and SKOV3 ovarian cancer cell

lines expressed SGTA but only OVCAR3 possessed AR
expression. While both are metastatic derivatives, SKOV3
cells have a more aggressive phenotype than OVCAR3 cells
[36] and a differential sensitivity to the chemotoxic agent
cisplatin [20]. A limitation of our study is that we were
unable to examine the influence of AR, SGTA or the
AR/SGTA ratio on patient outcome due to the small cohort
size. However, it is feasible that these variables influence
ovarian tumor responses to therapeutic treatments, as AR
expression has been shown to influence response to chemo-
therapy in breast cancer [7, 21]. Like ovarian cancer, the AR
is frequently expressed in breast cancers and high AR ex-
pression is predictive of better survival outcomes [13].

An increased number of AR-positive nuclei were
observed in OVCAR3 cells following knockdown of
SGTA protein under both basal and androgen stimulated
conditions. In effect, the knockdown increased the
AR/SGTA ratio. By comparison, the malignant and bor-
derline clinical samples investigated herein had a re-
duced AR/SGTA ratio compared with benign samples,
which should theoretically be associated with a reduced
potential for AR nuclear localization. In support of this
concept, the ratio of nuclear AR to total cellular AR
was significantly decreased in the malignant and border-
line samples compared with the benign samples, sug-
gesting that the lower AR/SGTA ratio resulted in
increased retention of AR in the cytoplasm. Buchanan
et al. [4] showed that decreasing the AR/SGTA protein
ratio in the prostate cancer cell line, PC3, decreased
both the basal and ligand-induced transcriptional activity
of the AR. Whether a reduced AR/SGTA ratio attenu-
ates AR transcriptional activity in ovarian cancer tissues
remains to be determined. We attempted to identify a
marker of this activity in the OVCAR3 cell line via
analyses of candidate AR-regulated genes based on our work
in breast and prostate cancer cell lines, but this proved unsuc-
cessful and ovary specific markers of AR activity need yet to
be identified, preferably via genome-wide transcriptional
analyses.

In conclusion, these data have increased knowledge of
AR and SGTA expression in ovarian carcinogenesis and
highlighted the need for further investigation of AR signal-
ing in female endocrine-related cancers, particularly as po-
tential biomarkers of chemotherapeutic response or as
therapeutic targets.
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Fig. 5 The ratio of nuclear AR/total AR in primary and metastatic
ovarian cancer lesions. a The nuclear AR/total AR ratio was signifi-
cantly lower in borderline, early-stage, and late-stage tumors compared
with benign tumors (p=0.006, 0.002, and ≤0.001, respectively). b The
nuclear AR/total AR ratio was not altered between primary and meta-
static tumors (Mann–Whitney U test, p=0.287)
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